INTRODUCTION
Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans (DFSP) is a type of monoclonal soft tissue tumor which appears in the dermis [1]. It is an intermediate and slow-growing sarcoma which tends to local recurrence after resection, but rarely metastasizes. Frequently, it occurs in adults with age range of 20-50 years; however, it has been reported under and over the mentioned range [2]. Trunk and extremities are the common parts of the body for this tumor [3]. Excisional surgery with resection margins of about 2 cm is undertaken and accompanies with very low recurrence risk [4].

CASE PRESENTATION
An 18-year-old single woman without remarkable medical history presented with posttraumatic bruising of the right axilla near her breast from three months before, which had been converted into a nodular mass at the presentation. In physical examination, a 3 × 2 cm well-defined firm mass, fixed to the dermis, was palpable with mild tenderness. Ultrasound (US) imaging of the right breast and axilla with 9-14 MHz linear transducer revealed a 31 × 22 × 19 mm cyst with thickened wall, located near the axillary tail, which continued to the dermis (Figure 1). The findings were suggestive of a complex cyst or infected epidermal inclusion cyst (EIC). Pathological investigation revealed uniform spindle cells in a storiform pattern. In immunohistochemistry (IHC), tumoral cells showed reactivity for CD34 and the diagnosis of DFSP was made.

Conclusion: Various breast lesions including cysts as well as benign and malignant masses may show similar appearance in imaging studies, which makes clear the crucial role of the pathological and immunohistochemical investigations to confirm a definite diagnosis.
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Abstract
Introduction: Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans (DFSP) is an intermediate and slow-growing sarcoma, developing most commonly in the trunk and extremities and rarely in the breast. It may be recurrent, but metastasis is not common. Excisional surgery with enough resection margins decreases the recurrence rate much more.

Case Presentation: An 18-year-old woman presented with posttraumatic bruising of the right axilla near her breast which had been converted to a nodular mass. A well-defined firm mass, fixed to the dermis, palpable with mild tenderness, was present. Ultrasound (US) revealed a cyst with thickened wall, internal echo septa and high vascularity. The findings were suggestive of a complex cyst or infected epidermal inclusion cyst (EIC). Pathological investigation revealed uniform spindle cells in a storiform arrangement. In immunohistochemistry (IHC), tumoral cells showed reactivity for CD34 and the diagnosis of DFSP was made.

Conclusion: Various breast lesions including cysts as well as benign and malignant masses may show similar appearance in imaging studies, which makes clear the crucial role of the pathological and immunohistochemical investigations to confirm a definite diagnosis.
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Figure 1: Gray-scale Sonography of the Right Breast and Axilla Showed a Well-Defined 31 × 22 × 19 mm Cyst With Thick Wall, Suggestive of a Complex Cyst or Infected Epidermal Inclusion Cyst.

Figure 2: Pathological Appearance Revealed Spindle Cells in a Storiform Pattern, not Including any Breast Tissue. H&E staining; A) × 100, B) × 400.

Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberance (DFSP) was confirmed by positive reaction to CD34 and negative reaction to S100P and smooth muscle cell actin.

DISCUSSION

DFSP is a rare type of mesenchymal neoplasms of the skin, which usually develops in the trunk and extremities. It has been described in 40-50% of cases at the chest and shoulders, in 30-40% of cases at proximal parts of the arms and legs, and in 10-15% at head and neck [5]. Cases with DFSP of the breast have rarely been reported [6]. DFSP accounts for less than 0.1% of all malignant neoplasms and around 1% of all soft tissue sarcomas [7].

In all the races, this tumor could be presented and two times higher incidence rate for blacks rather than whites are recorded [8]. In an epidemiological study in the US, more incidence rate for women [8], and in one review, approximately equal rate for both genders was reported [5]. Some possible events have been discussed as the triggers for DFSP, e.g., trauma has been mentioned in 10-20% of cases. Sites of vaccines, surgery scars, radiodermatitis, burns, and central venous lines are the less mentioned prone sites to DFSP [5].

Diagnosis of DFSP at first stages is not accomplished easily. Based on the clinical, pathological and immunohistochemical findings, a definite diagnosis is made. Imaging studies are also undertaken either in the case of atypical clinical findings or in order to determine the location, depth and extent of the invasion, to perform a precise biopsy or resection. Palpability is the other indication for sonography or mammography [9, 10].

The clinical features of this tumor depend on the stage of presentation. Usually, a firm and multinodular tumor fixed to the superficial layers of the dermis appears in blue, red or brown [11]. Often, patients have the tumor steady or slow-growing for a period of time, which varies from months to years. It brings them to the clinic only after increasing growth rate, suffering from pain, or complications like ulceration or hemorrhage of the lesion [12].

US study of a DFSP depicts a subcutaneous oval or round mass adjacent to the skin. It shows either hypo-echogenicity or mixed echogenicity, usually with focal lobulated borders, well-defined or ill-defined margins. Posterior sound enhancement is the other finding in this tumor. Color Doppler sonography may show no blood flow, moderate or less common high vascularity [13-15].

US in the present case showed a well-defined cyst with thick wall, internal echo septa and high vascularity, which was suspicious of malignancy or complicated cysts such as infected EIC or complex cyst. EIC is an epidermal cells growth surrounded by the dermis which could be developed anywhere in the body, often near the hair follicles in the skin, and rarely at the breast skin [16]. EIC could be caused by several triggers including congenital, metaplastic or inflammatory factors, or post-traumatic growth of epidermal elements in the cutaneous and subcutaneous tissues as a result of implantation of the epidermal cells. EIC may be present in non-follicular areas of the skin proceeded by trauma [17]. Rupture and inflammation could happen in an EIC as well. US shows oval or round cyst with well-defined margins, though in the case of infection and inflammation ill-defined margins are seen. The echotexture may be cystic or hypo-echoic and heterogeneous. Internal contents of the cyst could be seen as linear echogenic reflectors [18]. Epidermal cysts may have no blood flow at Color Doppler, although infected and inflamed ones show moderate to high vascularity. The most important feature is attachment to the dermis. It may be difficult to differentiate inflammation and superficial malignancies of the breast by imaging [19, 20].

Complex cyst is a lesion with anechoic (cystic) and echogenic (solid) contents at US. It may contain benign or malignant components. Therefore, biopsy is indicated to rule out malignancy [21]. Complex cyst is reported in approximately 5% of the breast US. Higher malignancy risk is associated with thickened walls, internal septa and mixture of solid and cystic contents [22].

As explained above, the diagnosis is made only after biopsy and pathological and immunohistochemical investigations. In this case, pathology and IFHC confirmed the lesion as DFSP. The typical appearance of DFSP is a storiform or cartwheel pattern with uniform spin-
dle cells infiltrating into the fatty tissue. The specimen shows positive reactivity for CD34 and vimentin at IHC [23, 24].

Excisional surgery is the choice of treatment for DFSP. Safe and enough resection margins lead to low recurrence rate [25].
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